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Abstract: A space detector has an advantage of observing during a year the arrival directions of ultra-
high-energy (UHE) cosmic-ray (CR) particles from all directions in the sky. We study prospects of detect-
ing global asymmetries predicted by two distinct scenarios of the origin of UHECR: the Galactic dipole
asymmetry predicted by the superheavy dark-matter scenario and asymmetries expected if sources of
UHE protons or nuclei follow the distribution of the visible matter in the Universe. The first space-based
detector of UHECR particles, TUS, will be able to test the predicted asymmetries in two years of running.

Introduction

Space-based ultra-high-energy cosmic-ray detec-
tors such as TUS or JEM/EUSO are best suited
for searches of the global anisotropies in the dis-
tribution of arrival directions of cosmic-ray parti-
cles because they provide full-sky coverage with a
single experiment. We calculate quantitatively the
strength of anisotropies associated with two mod-
els of the origin of the highest-energy particles:
the superheavy dark-matter model (sources follow
the distribution of the dark matter in the Galactic
halo) and the extragalactic model (sources follow
the distribution of galaxies in the Universe). Based
on the expected exposure of the TUS experiment,
we estimate the optimal strategy for searches of
these effects.

The problem

One of the important signatures of particular
models of the ultra-high-energy cosmic rays is
the global anisotropy of arrival directions of the
highest-energy events. In particular, the “top-
down” models [1] (see Refs. [2, 3] for reviews
and references) with the distribution of sources in
the Galactic halo following that of the dark mat-

ter (which is the case for the superheavy dark-
matter (SHDM) particles and some of topological
defects) predict [4] the Galactic center-anticenter
asymmetry due to the non-central position of the
Sun in the Galaxy (see Refs. [3, 5, 6, 7] for ex-
tensive discussions). This kind of models predict
unsuppressed continuation of the cosmic-ray spec-
trum and gamma-ray dominance beyond 1020 eV.
On the other hand, the “bottom-up” models where
the origin of UHECRs is attributed to the accel-
eration in astrophysical objects naturally predict
that the distribution of arrival directions follows
the distribution of these cosmic accelerators. In
the most common scenario with extragalactic pro-
tons and/or nuclei, the patterns of the distribu-
tion of galaxies in the nearby Universe should be
seen [8] on the UHECR skymap because of the
limited propagation length of these particles due
to the GZK effect [9] or nuclear photodisintegra-
tion. Strong suppression of the cosmic-ray flux and
hadronic dominance are predicted at highest ener-
gies in these models.

Currently, neither the spectrum nor anisotropy ob-
servations can favour one of the two scenarios
(though the gamma-ray limits disfavour [10] the
dark-matter one; see Ref. [11] for a review). In-
deed, the AGASA experiment claims [12] the
super-GZK continuation of the spectrum while the
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HiRes collaboration reports [13] the observation of
the GZK cutoff (data of other experiments, includ-
ing preliminary results of the Pierre Auger Obser-
vatory [14], are not yet conclusive). Current exper-
iments do not see any deviations from the global
anisotropy at the highest energies which is also not
conclusive both due to the low statistics and due to
a limited field of view of any terrestrial installation.

The steeply falling spectrum of cosmic rays makes
it very difficult to obtain a reliable measure of the
global anisotropy in any combination of terrestrial
experiments. Indeed, the relative systematic differ-
ence in the energy estimation between two instal-
lations located in different parts of the Earth (and
thus observing different parts of the sky) can hardly
be made smaller than some ∼ 15%. Such a rela-
tive error would give ∼ 50% higher flux seen by
one of the experiments with respect to the other at
the same reconstructed energy. Thus, any possible
observation of global anisotropy can be attributed
both to the physical effect and to the unknown sys-
tematics in the energy determination. Moreover,
the seemingly isotropic distribution of the arrival
directions over the sky might represent a physically
anisotropic one masked by the systematic effects.

On the other hand, the planned space-based experi-
ments, e.g. TUS [15] or JEM/EUSO [16], will pro-
vide a unique opportunity to observe all 4π sr of
the sky with a single detector. While not being free
from systematic uncertainties in the energy deter-
mination, an experiment of this kind would not in-
troduce direction-dependent systematics and thus
would be able to perform the studies of the global
anisotropy at high confidence.

The “top-down” scenario

In “top-down” models, UHECRs originate from
decays of superheavy particles (the latters them-
selves may be produced in decays or collisions
of the topological defects). The distribution of
sources thus follows the distribution of the initial
particles; for many realistic models it corresponds
to the distribution of the dark matter. Decays of
particles from the Milky-Way halo dominate the
cosmic-ray flux at high energies in this case. At
lower energies, this flux should be supplemented
by a contribution of astrophysical sources to ex-

plain the observed spectrum. Due to a non-central
position of the Sun in the Galaxy, the flux should
be higher from the direction of the Galactic center
than from the opposite one.

For this study, we follow Ref. [3] with considerable
refinements and improvements.

• The spectrum of the particles produced in
the decays of SHDM is taken from Ref. [7].

• For the distribution of the dark matter,
we use two most common profiles: the
NFW [17] and Moore [18] ones. The
distribution of the sources transforms into
the direction-dependentflux FSH(E, l, b) by
simple geometry (we corrected the equations
of Ref. [3] so they could be used for the full-
sky analysis; E is the energy).

• The AGASA spectrum [12] is fit by a sum
of the contribution FEG(E) of uniformly
distributed astrophysical sources (which fol-
lows the GZK cutoff) and FSH(E, l, b) . Un-
like any of the previous studies (see e.g.
Ref. [3]), we take into account the effect of
anisotropy (AGASA sees the Northern sky
and has higher exposure towards the Galac-
tic anti-center). This correction enhances the
full-sky anisotropy by a factor of ∼ 1.2.

• The total flux F (E, l, b) is used to simulate
the observable distribution of events at dif-
ferent energies.

The “bottom-up” scenario

A number of astrophysical sources were suggested
where acceleration of cosmic rays up to the high-
est energies can take place (see Refs. [19] for re-
views and summary). A common assumption is
that the distribution of the sources follows that of
luminuous matter, that is of galaxies. Interaction
of UHE hadrons with cosmic background radiation
limits the propagation distance at high energies;
hence, a limited part of the Universe may contain
the sources of UHECRs detected at the Earth. Non-
uniform distribution of matter in this part should
reflect itself in the distribution of the arrival direc-
tions of cosmic rays [8]. For this study, the follow-
ing scheme was used.
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Figure 1: The fraction of survived hadrons with
E > E0 as a function of the distance d from the
proton-emitting source. with spectral index α =
2 and a cutoff at 1021 eV. Solid line, E0 = 4 ·
1019 eV; dotted line, E0 = 7 · 1019 eV; dashed
line, E0 = 1020 eV.

• We calculated the number density of galax-
ies n(l, b, d) for given direction (l, b are
Galactic coordinates) and distance d. Due to
deflection of charged hadrons in the Galac-
tic magnetic field (and to poor angular res-
olution of the detector), the function was
smoothed at the scale of ∼ 5◦ on the celes-
tial sphere. Because the actual density of the
sources is much less than that of the galax-
ies, the function was also smoothed at the
scale of ∼ 10 Mpc in d.

• By making use of a numerical propagation
code [6, 20], we estimated the fraction of
survived hadrons with E > E0 at the dis-
tance d from the source, assuming either
proton or iron injected primaries. Some of
the fractions are plotted in Fig. 1 for differ-
ent E0.

• The density of the sources n(l, b, d) was con-
volved with the survival function f(d) to ob-
tain the expected distribution of the UHECR
arrival directions.

Considerable improvements with respect to previ-
ous studies [8] are related to the construction of
both n(l, b, d) and f(d). We use a detailed prop-
agation code which is based on kinematic equa-
tions written in the expanding Universe and ac-
counts for numerous interaction processes, tracing

the propagation of nuclei (iron and lighter), nucle-
ons, gamma-rays, electrons and neutrinos. For the
construction of the density function, most of the
previous studies used the PSCz catalog [21]; due
to the limited angular resolution of IRAS it may
not resolve all galaxies in the regions of high den-
sity (clusters) [22] and thus may systematically di-
minish the expected anisotropy due to underesti-
mation of high number densities of galaxies. For
this study, we combine the volume-limited (d <
50 Mpc) complete subsample [23] of the LEDA
database [24] and the 2MASS XSC [25] with pho-
tometric redshifts calculated following Ref. [26]
for d > 30 Mpc. Our sample is complete up
to the distances of order 270 Mpc (we assume
H0 = 72 km/s/Mpc) and hence (see Fig. 1) the
study makes sence for E0 � 7 · 1019 eV (see
Ref. [27] for a related study).

Predictions for TUS

The space detector TUS [15] is under construc-
tion and is planned to be launched in 2010. The
TUS energy threshold is estimated as 7 · 1019 eV
and its exposure factor per one year of operation is
of about 3000 km2sr. The UHECR arrival direc-
tion accuracy is different for different zenith an-
gle θ: for θ < 30◦, the direction is estimated only
roughly as being vertical in the error cone of 30◦;
for 30◦ � θ � 60◦ the error is coming down to
10◦ and for 60◦ � θ ≤ 90◦ the error is less than
10◦. This latter region was used for our estimates;
the arrival-direction distribution was recalculated
for the real detector operated in one year. The TUS
direction-dependent exposure is determined by the
satellite orbit parameters and by the zenith angle
cut. It can be conveniently parametrized by a sum
of a monopole and quadrupole over the celestial
sphere. We determine the strategy to search for
the global anisotropies: the balance between the
strength of the effect (which increases with energy)
and the number of observed events determines
the optimal energy. Observation/exclusion of the
anisotropy at the 99% confidence level would re-
quire ∼ 1 year for the top-down scenario with the
Moore distribution of dark matter, and∼ 2 year for
the NFW distribution. The proper observable is the
ratio of the number of events with E ≥ 8 · 1019 eV
observed within 70◦ from the Galactic Center to
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the number of events in the same cone from the
opposite direction. The bottom-up scenario can be
tested on a similar timescale; precise numbers will
be reported at the Conference and in the forthcom-
ing publication [28].

Conclusions

In this work, we made quantitative predictions
for the global anisotropy of the UHECR ar-
rival directions expected in two distinct scenar-
ios (“top-down” and “bottom-up”) of the origin
of the highest-energy cosmic rays. Several refine-
ments and improvements resulted in considerable
changes in the predictions as compared to previ-
ous studies. We developed optimal observables
for distinction (exclusion) of these two scenarios
with the limited statistics of the first space-based
UHECR detector, TUS, before the planned launch
of JEM/EUSO.
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